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MovieChat+: Question-aware Sparse Memory
for Long Video Question Answering
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Abstract—Recently, integrating video foundation models and large language models to build a video understanding system can
overcome the limitations of specific pre-defined vision tasks. Yet, existing methods either employ complex spatial-temporal modules or
rely heavily on additional perception models to extract temporal features for video understanding, and they only perform well on short
videos. For long videos, the computational complexity and memory costs associated with long-term temporal connections are
significantly increased, posing additional challenges. Taking advantage of the Atkinson-Shiffrin memory model, with tokens in
Transformers being employed as the carriers of memory in combination with our specially designed memory mechanism, we propose
MovieChat to overcome these challenges. We lift pre-trained multi-modal large language models for understanding long videos without
incorporating additional trainable temporal modules, employing a zero-shot approach. Additionally, in our new version, MovieChat+, we
design an enhanced vision-question matching-based memory consolidation mechanism to more significantly anchor the predictions of
the visual language models in the relevant visual content. MovieChat achieves state-of-the-art performance in long video
understanding, along with the released MovieChat-1K benchmark with 1K long video, 2K temporal grounding labels, and 14K manual
annotations for validation of the effectiveness of our method. The code along with the dataset can be accessed via the following link.

Index Terms—Long video understanding, Vision-language model.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in Large Language Models (LLMs) [14],
[20], [52], [68], [70] achieve great success in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP). It is a natural progression to intro-
duce multi-modality [17] into LLMs and turn it into Multi-
modal Large Language Models (MLLMs), which are able
to conduct multimodal rationalization and understanding.
MLLMs have shown incredible emergent capabilities in
various multimodal tasks such as perception (e.g. , existence,
count, position, OCR) [1], [37], [38], [48], [75], [101], com-
monsense reasoning [27], [29], [37], [38], [40], [48], [67], [101],
embodied agent [95]–[97], and code reasoning [22], [25],
[27], [43], [45], [88], resulting in a potential path to Artificial
General Intelligence (AGI). Compared to LLMs and other
task-specific models, MLLMs provide a more human-like
interpretation of the scenarios, a user-friendly interface for
interaction, and a broader range of capabilities.

Existing vision-centric MLLMs follow the paradigm that
utilizes pre-trained LLMs and visual encoders with addi-
tional learnable modules (Q-former [22], [38], [40], [92] or
simple projection layer [23], [43], [48], [67]). In the video
understanding field, some previous works [48], [92] follow
this paradigm to build video MLLMs, while works in the
other paradigm [41], [72] combine existing visual perception
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Fig. 1. Video random-access memory (VRAM) cost under gigabyte (GB)
(y-axis) v.s. frame number (x-axis) comparison. We test the visual-only
inference of all methods at a resolution of 224 × 224 without frame
sampling. While the previous method can only support around 100
frames of inference, MovieChat can handle videos with >10K frames
on a 24GB graphics card. MovieChat has a 10000× advantage over
other methods in terms of the average increase in VRAM cost per frame
(21.3KB to ∼ 200MB per frame).

tools (e.g. , tracking and classification) and LLMs through
application programming interface to build a system with-
out training. However, these methods either employ com-
plex spatial-temporal modules or heavily rely on additional
perception tools to acquire temporal information for video
understanding. Additionally, when handling long videos,
the computational complexity and memory costs associated
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Fig. 2. Comparison between existing video MLLMs and our appraoch. While previous works either employ complex spatial-temporal modules or
heavily rely on additional perception tools, and struggle with long videos, our approach is the first to address long video understanding tasks without
training.

with long-term temporal connections are significantly in-
creased, posing additional challenges, as shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, there is also a lack of a standardized bench-
mark to evaluate the capabilities of these systems.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
address long video understanding tasks (>10K frames). We
argue that the computational complexity, memory costs, and
long-term temporal connection are the main challenges for
understanding long videos. Unlike other approaches that
require training additional temporal modules [48], [92] in
Fig. 2, our MovieChat lifts pre-trained MLLMs to under-
stand long videos without the need for additional train-
able temporal modules, employing a zero-shot approach.
Inspired by the Atkinson-Shiffrin memory model [6], we
propose a memory mechanism to address long video un-
derstanding tasks. This mechanism comprises a rapidly
updated short-term memory and a compact, thus, sus-
tained long-term memory. In our updated version, namely
MovieChat+, we design a vision-question matching-based
memory consolidation mechanism to enhance the compact-
ness of memory. This mechanism significantly anchors the
predictions of the visual language models in the relevant vi-
sual content. Our MovieChat+ significantly improves upon
the initial version and outperforms the state-of-the-art in
both short and long video question-answering tasks, sur-
passing even methods specifically tailored for short video
question-answering challenges. As shown in Fig. 1, our
approach outperforms other existing methods in terms of
Video Random-Access Memory (VRAM) cost. We also re-
lease a new benchmark, MovieChat-1K, with 1K long videos
and 14K manual question-answering pairs for validation
of the effectiveness of our proposed method. Additionally,
we expand MovieChat-1K with 2K temporal labels. The
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• We present MovieChat, the first framework designed
to support long-term videos (>10K frames), leverag-
ing pre-trained MLLMs and employing a zero-shot,
training-free memory consolidation mechanism.

• Our updated version, MovieChat+, enhances mem-
ory compactness through the implementation of a
vision-question matching-based memory consolida-
tion technique. This improvement significantly sur-
passes the initial version and outperforms the cur-
rent state-of-the-art in both short and long video

question-answering tasks.
• We have released the first long-video understanding

benchmark, MovieChat-1K, which now includes an
expansion to 2K temporal labels compared to the
initial version. We conducted extensive quantitative
evaluations and case studies to assess the compa-
rable performance of both understanding capability
and inference cost.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Multi-modal Large Language Models
LLMs [14], [20], [52], [68], [70], [71] have achieved great
success in natural language processing (NLP) tasks recently.
Many works try to build MLLMs [1], [22], [27], [29], [37],
[38], [47], [48], [75], [76], [88], [101] by combining models
of other modalities. Flamingo [1] bridges powerful pre-
trained vision-only and language-only models and achieves
state-of-the-art performance with few-shot learning. BLIP-
2 [38] proposes a generic and efficient pre-training strategy
that bootstraps vision-language pre-training from an off-
the-shelf frozen pre-trained image encoder and a frozen
large language model. MiniGPT-4 [101] also aligns a frozen
visual encoder with a frozen LLM, Vicuna [20], using
just one projection layer to realize the system. Otter [37]
showcases improved instruction-following ability and in-
context learning. In the video field, ChatVideo [72] treats
tracklets as the basic video unit and allows users to interact
with the LLMs. VideoChat [41] integrates video foundation
models and LLMs via a learnable neural interface, excelling
in spatiotemporal reasoning, event localization, and causal
relationship inference. Video-LLaMA [92] further leverages
pre-trained models ImageBind [28] and LLaMA [70], boot-
straping cross-modal training in videos following BLIP-2.
Yet, these methods fail to handle long video understanding
because of high computation complexity, large memory cost,
and weak long-term temporal connection. Therefore, our
main effort is to introduce an effective memory mechanism
to overcome these challenges.

2.2 Long Video Understanding
Understanding long videos is a challenging task in com-
puter vision. Prior arts use 3D CNN for long-term feature
bank [77], object/human-centric motion [56], [78], or other
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Fig. 3. Illustration of MovieChat, a training-free framework with question-aware memory consolidation mechanism. MovieChat extracts
video features with a sliding window and represents them in token form, which are then sequentially fed into the short-term memory frame by frame.
When the fixed-length short-term memory reaches its preset limit, the earliest tokens are popped and consolidated into the long-term memory. Our
approach incorporates two distinct inference modes: the global mode, which exclusively utilizes the long-term memory, and the breakpoint mode,
which additionally incorporates the current short-term memory as part of the video representation. The breakpoint mode allows for understanding
the video at a specific moment in time. After passing through a projection layer, the video representation is inputted into a large language model for
interaction with the user.

forms [60], [79] as video representations. MIST [26] decom-
poses dense self-attention into a cascade segment and region
selection module to increase the computation efficiency for
understanding minutes of long videos. Building long-form
video understanding datasets is challenging and rarely ex-
plored. [63] captures large scale data from Kinetics-400 [16],
but only for generic event boundary detection tasks. [64]
creates a language grounding benchmark from audio de-
scriptions of movies, but it lacks long-term understanding
evaluation. [69] successfully builds a benchmark contains
multiple sources of information (e.g. , video clips, plots,
and DVS) for question-answering tasks in the movie field.
There are also several datasets of video-caption/description
pairs among various domains, such as cooking (e.g. , MPII
Cooking [57]–[59] and TACoS [54], [55]), instruction (e.g. ,
HowTo100M [50] and HiREST [90]), Ego [49], and movie
(e.g. , MovieQA [69] and MovieNet [32]) from different
sources such as YouTube [18], [50], [91], Twitter [7]–[10],
and Internet [11]. Yet, those datasets lack diverse and fine-
grained dense captioning for long videos.

2.3 Memory Models in Vision Tasks

There are some prior works exploring memory mod-
els [65] in various vision tasks in videos, such as video
object segmentation (VOS) [19], [31], [61], [62], multi-object

tracking (MOT) [2], [15], [30], [82], visual object track-
ing (VOT) [42], [46], [87], [100], and action understand-
ing [73]. MeMOT [15] builds a large spatiotemporal memory
that stores the past observations of the tracked objects.
XMem [19] develops an architecture that incorporates mul-
tiple independent yet deeply connected feature memory
storage to handle long videos with thousands of frames.
Recently, [99] propose a memory streaming method to sup-
port dense video captioning. We learn from the experience
of those prior arts and further adopt an effective memory
mechanism in combination with LLMs.

Our method focuses on reducing the redundancy of vi-
sual tokens in the video and building a memory mechanism
to pass the information among a large temporal range.

3 MOVIECHAT

3.1 Overview

Our proposed method, MovieChat, comprises several key
components, including the frame-wise visual feature extrac-
tor, the short-term memory module, the long-term memory
module with question-aware consolidation strategy (our im-
proved version, namely MovieChat+), the video projection
layer, and the Large Language Model (LLM), as illustrated
in Fig. 3. our approach is designed for ultra-long videos
(>10K frames) understanding through interactive dialogue
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Algorithm 1 Memory consolidation
Require: S ▷ short-term memory

for xi in S do
sq ← sim(xi,q) ▷ question and frame similarity

end for
if mean(sq) > σ then ▷ target merging threshold

M ←M0

else
M ← αM0

end if
while len(S)>M do ▷ iterative merge

for xi in S do
sf ← sim(xi,xi+1) ▷tokens similarity

end for
m← max(sf ) ▷the maximum value index
xm ← merge(xm,xm+1) ▷merge

del xm+1

end while

with the user. To address the impractical storage demands of
concurrently storing a vast number of frames in both GPU
memory and RAM, we employ a sliding window approach
to efficiently process the video. The short-term memory
module embeds dense tokens with sliding windows, and
the long-term memory module periodically updates based
on question-aware consolidation. MovieChat supports two
inference modes: breakpoint mode and global mode. Break-
point mode is used to understand a specific moment in
the video, providing insights and answers based on that
particular frame or scene. Global mode, on the other hand,
is employed to comprehend the entire video as a whole,
enabling a comprehensive understanding of the overall
content and context.

3.2 Visual Feature Extraction
For visual feature extraction, instead of utilizing video-
based foundational models [5], [44], we simply use an
image-based model to get frame-wise features in the form of
tokens. To be specific, we utilize pre-trained models as our
visual feature extractor, including the ViT-G/14 from EVA-
CLIP [24] and the Q-former from BLIP-2 [39]. This is mainly
because 1) there are few video foundation models that make
good alignment with text, and 2) our proposed memory
mechanism can effectively capture temporal features. Given
a raw video, the visual input v ∈ RT×3×H×W is a sequence
of T RGB frames of size H×W sampled from the video. The
visual features are extracted in a sliding window manner:

Bn = {xi = V(vi) | ∀i = 1, ..., C}, n = 1, ..., ⌈T
C
⌉, (1)

where Bn is the n-th video clip feature within the sliding
window spanning C frames. V(·) is the visual feature ex-
tractor, taking as input a single frame vi ∈ R3×H×W . xi

∈ RN×D denotes N extracted visual tokens with respect to
each frame, and D is the feature dimension of each token.

3.3 Short-term Memory
The short-term memory maintains a fixed-length buffer to
temporarily hold frame tokens. The previously extracted

Question

…

What transportation will the four protagonists use for the mission?

Video
Frames

Similarity

Highly Relevant Weakly Relevant Weakly RelevantHighly Relevant Highly Relevant

Long-term
Memory

𝑀  Merged 
frames

α𝑀  Merged 
frames

α𝑀  Merged 
frames

𝑀  Merged 
frames

…

…α𝑀  Merged 
frames

𝑀  Merged 
frames

𝑀  Merged 
frames

Fig. 4. Visualization of the question-aware memory consolidation strat-
egy. If frames in the short-term memory are highly relevant to the
question (indicated by dark blocks), a sparse compression strategy is
implemented, compressing the frames in the short-term memory into
a relatively larger number of frames. Conversely, weakly relevant seg-
ments (indicated by light blocks) undergo a dense compression strategy,
compressing the frames in the short-term memory into a much smaller
number of frames.

visual features by sliding window G times without further
processing are used to construct short-term memory, which
can be described by the following formulation:

S =
⋃
n

Bn = {xi | ∀i = 1, ...,K}, n = 1, .., G, (2)

where S is the short-term memory, and K is equal to
C×G. Note that we configure short-term memory to contain
a fixed length of K frames. The design stems from the
fundamental purpose of short-term memory, which is to aid
in the interpretation and understanding of video content by
leveraging contextual information from recent, short-term
segments of the video.

As a new batch of visual tokens enters, when the short-
term memory reaches its capacity, we pop the currently
stored frames to the memory consolidation module and
clear the short-term memory. The output video feature
obtained from the consolidation module augments the long-
term memory; on the other hand, it re-initializes the short-
term memory with this feature. The initialization aims to
communicate information between different sliding win-
dows, thereby achieving more efficient compression.

3.4 Question-aware Long-term Memory (MovieChat+)
The long-term memory can effectively avoid the problem of
catastrophic knowledge forgetting, which is crucial for han-
dling long video understanding tasks. The features stored
in short-term memory are dense tokens, but due to the lim-
itations of GPU memory and computation cost, storing all
the tokens dropped from short-term memory into long-term
memory buffer in sequence is infeasible. Besides, we ob-
serve significant temporal redundancy in videos, where ac-
tivities span multiple frames with minimal visual changes.
Additionally, only a small fraction of the entire long video
content is relevant to the given question in practice. To this
end, in our updated version, MovieChat+, we propose to
merge adjacent frames based on their relevance to specific
questions, thereby streamlining video feature representation
and enhancing encoding efficiency. This method converts
dense tokens into sparse memories centered on pertinent
questions, which are stored in long-term memory.

To be specific, as shown in Algorithm 1, we first utilize a
pre-trained text encoder T (·) to encode the specific question
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Fig. 5. Video-text statistics in MovieChat-1K. It encompasses a diverse set of categories, gathered from multiple question types and containing a
diverse distribution of clip durations. “frm” represents the number of video frames.

Q to the same embedding space as the visual features,
which can be formulated as:

q = T (Q). (3)

We then calculate the average cosine similarity sq be-
tween each frame feature xi within the short-term memory
and the encoded question q, which can be formulated as:

sq =
1

K

K∑
i=1

[cos(xi,q)] . (4)

When we watch a video with a question in mind, we
tend to skip over largely irrelevant segments. This is the
motivation for using the calculated similarity between ques-
tions and visual features. If the visual features in short-term
memory are highly related to the questions, we merge fewer
into long-term memory; otherwise, we merge more during
consolidation. We consider the target merging threshold M ,
i.e., the number of consolidated frames after merging using
the similarity calculated above.

We compare the average similarity sq to the threshold σ
to assess its relevance to the question. The target merging
threshold M is formulated as follows,

M =

{
M0 if sq>σ

αM0 otherwise
(5)

For segments with high relevance, we set a base merging
threshold M = M0. For segments with low relevance, we
set a compression coefficient α, reducing the target merging
threshold to M = αM0, thus compressing fixed-length
segments into fewer ones.

Following the methodology outlined in ToMe [13], we
then periodically perform memory consolidation by merg-
ing the most similar tokens in the adjacent frames. Here,
we calculate the average cosine similarity sf among N
embedded tokens, as the tokens can effectively summarize
the information of each frame:

sf =
1

N

N∑
j=1

[
cos(xj

i ,x
j
i+1)

]
. (6)

Our goal is to keep M frames after every merge op-
eration, which also embeds rich information stored in the
long-term memory. M is the hyper-parameter to control the
trade-offs between performance and efficiency. Therefore,
we greedily merge each set of adjacent frames with the high-
est similarity based on hierarchical clustering via weighted

averaging, as shown in Algorithm 1. The merge operation
is iteratively conducted until the token count reaches the
predefined value set M for each consolidation operation,
resulting in the output video feature v′ ∈ ZM×3×H×W .
Consequently, the dense tokens of the entire video are
compressed to varying degrees based on their similarity to
the question and are stored within the long-term memory
as shown in Fig. 4. The above algorithm is parameter-
free and can be easily plugged into a frame-based video
encoder. Although the frame similarity calculation brings
additional computing overhead, it is negligible compared to
the efficiency gained by reducing stored frames.

Extend Positional Encoding. For long-term memory,
the number of tokens exceeds the maximum length of the
positional encoding from the pre-trained model. Thus, our
model utilizes the positional encoding mechanism following
BERT [35], which results in a portion exceeding the length
threshold n without available positional encoding. In order
to handle long enough memory, we adopt the hierarchi-
cally decomposed positional encoding method proposed by
Su [66], which allows us to extend the absolute positional
encoding of length from n to n2.

3.5 Inference
Previous methods always use the representation of the
whole video to conduct understanding and question-
answering. While this method provides a broad overview, it
often struggles with accurately localizing specific moments
or details in long videos. To this end, we propose two
inference modes, global and breakpoint, for long video
understanding tasks as follows.
Global Mode. Global mode is defined as the understanding
and question-answering for the whole video. Under this
mode, the focus is on capturing the details of the full
duration of the video. Therefore, we only use long-term
memory L as the video representation V.
Breakpoint Mode. Breakpoint mode is defined as under-
standing specific moments in a video. Since events possess
continuity, we need to consider not only the information
directly related to the moments stored in short-term mem-
ory S but also the information indirectly related stored
in long-term memory L. Therefore, we hypothesize that
when querying the movie at a specific moment t, the video
representation V should be the aggregation of L, S , and the
current video frame feature xt. We observe that straightfor-
ward concatenation of these elements delivers outstanding
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TABLE 1
Semantic Categorization of MovieChat-1K Questions

Type Rate Frame Type Text Rate Type Text Rate

Location 21.2% Scene 11.2% Existence 5.0%
Time 17.2% Object 10.7% Weather 3.6%

Number 14.6% Action 7.8% Others 1.5%

results, and we defer the investigation of alternative aggre-
gation methods to future research.

Subsequently, the video representation goes through a
Q-former and a linear projection layer before being fed into
the LLM O, which can be formulated as:

At = O(Q,P({L,S,xt})), (7)

where P is the projection from visual space to text space, At

represents the answer or instruction of the breakpoint, and
Q is employed to denote the question, respectively.

4 A NEW BENCHMARK: MOVIECHAT-1K
Previous works on building long video understand-
ing benchmarks either focus on non-question-answering
tasks (e.g. , language grounding [64], generic event bound-
ary detection [63], user engagement and movie metadata
prediction [78], etc. ) or lack long-form understanding evalu-
ation [32]. To better evaluate the performance of MovieChat,
we collect a new benchmark for long video understanding
tasks, MovieChat-1K, which contains 1K high-quality video
clips sourced from various movies and TV series with 14K
manual annotations. In our updated version, MovieChat+,
we expand by an additional 2K temporal grounding labels.
Video Source. As shown in Fig. 5a, we collect videos
from 15 popular categories with varying distribution, in-
cluding documentary film, detective film, animation film,
etc. Among these, each video comprises multiple alternat-
ing scenes, contributing to a diverse and dynamic visual
narrative within the context of the collection. We further
illustrate our improved content-based categorization and
analysis of MovieChat-1K questions in Tab. 1. The visual
representation in Fig. 5b demonstrates the clip duration dis-
tribution of MovieChat-1K. Over 90% of the videos exhibit
a duration ranging from 10K to 12K frames, while 14.6%
of videos extend beyond 12K frames. Only 8.6% of videos
have a duration of less than 10k frames. To demonstrate that

What's the weather like?

…

How many people appear in the scene?Is it indoors or outdoors?
0.0s 5.0s 40.0s 47.0s 81.0s 85.0s

Fig. 7. Examples of temporal labels in MovieChat-1K.
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MovieChat-1K is indeed a long-form dataset, we employ the
same method as proposed by EgoSchema [49] to calculate
the certificate lengths. As depicted in Fig. 6, our approach
results in a certificate length that is 5.1 times longer than that
of EgoSchema [49]. Specifically, the annotated captions and
questions are used as temporal tags, and the corresponding
clip lengths are calculated manually.
Temporal Label Collection. Following [81], we aug-
ment MovieChat-1K with temporal labels. Most VideoQA
datasets [34], [83] are unsuitable for exploring how to handle
irrelevant redundant frames, as they are composed of short
video clips (no more than 15 seconds) that have been pre-
trimmed to focus solely on the pertinent content. We apply
temporal labels exclusively to questions categorized under
breakpoint mode. This is because questions in global mode
mostly pertain to global video content (e.g. , ”Where does
the video take place?”). Furthermore, the answers to these
global mode questions are often discernible across extensive
segments of the video, such as “Is there more than five
different characters appearing?”. For each question-answer
pair in breakpoint mode, we annotate the start and end
times of the relevant segments as shown in Fig. 7.

We restrict the labeling of temporal annotations in
MovieChat-1K to the validation and test sets, under the
premise that these labels are instrumental in assessing the
ability of models to identify question-relevant video seg-
ments, rather than for training purposes. As a result, 2K
question-answer pairs drawn from 200 videos are annotated
with temporal labels. Fig. 8 demonstrates that most of the
segments last for less than 12 seconds, with an average
duration of 6.3 seconds, which is extremely short compared
to the video length (approximately 700 seconds).
Annotations Analysis. For each video, we manually set
and provide 1 dense caption for the whole video, 3
question-answering pairs for global mode, and 10 question-
answering pairs with timestamps for breakpoint mode.
Fig. 5c illustrates the distribution of question types in
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Fig. 9. Word cloud of the answer set in MovieChat-1K.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of caption length.

MovieChat-1K. Note that MovieChat-1K is specifically de-
signed for long video comprehension tasks. The majority of
questions are open-ended, with only a quarter classified as
multiple-choice questions, marked by initiators such as ‘Do,’
‘Does,’ ‘Is,’ or ‘Are.’ As illustrated in Fig. 9, we also compute
the word distributions of the question-answer pairs, which
includes common objects (people, clothes, etc.), time (day,
night, etc.), scenes (indoor, outdoor, etc.), and so on.

To facilitate a detailed understanding of long videos,
we provide a dense caption for each video. As shown in
Fig. 10, MovieChat-1K exhibits diverse caption lengths in
the segmented clip level. Approximately two-thirds of the
clips have captions with 100-149 words, while one-fifth of
the clip captions have fewer than 100 words. About 11% of
clips have long captions with more than 150 words.

To analyze the word distribution of our generated cap-
tions, we compute their distributions. The resulting word
distribution is presented in Fig. 11, which includes common
objects (man, woman, people, girl, etc.), attributes (detec-
tive, various, small, white, etc.), locations (inside, behind,
south, next, etc.), scenes (room, house, building, office, etc.),
actions/events (talk, enter, leave, take, etc.), and more.

In terms of actions, MovieChat-1K captions contain
nearly the same number of verbs as with the WebVid10M
dataset [12]. To evaluate this, we use the NLTK toolkit
to analyze the number of verbs in captions, focusing on
extracting and tagging all unique verbs. We find a total of
109,485 verbs in the WebVid10M caption dataset, while the
MovieChat-1K captions contain 102,988 unique instances of
verbs. While these counts may not be entirely accurate due
to our simple counting method, we believe they provide a
rough indication of the actions of the two datasets.

Fig. 11. Word cloud of the caption set in MovieChat-1K.

TABLE 2
Quantitative evaluation for short video question answering with

GPT-3.5 [51]. MovieChat achieves comparable performance even it is
not specifically designed for for short video question-answering tasks.

The best result is highlighted in bold, and the second best is
underlined. Acc. and Sco. stand for accuracy and score respectively.

Method MSVD-QA MSRVTT-QA ActivityNet-QA NExT-QA

Acc. Sco. Acc. Sco. Acc. Sco. Acc. Sco.

FrozenBiLM [86] 2.2 – 16.8 – 24.7 – – –

Video Chat [41] 56.3 2.8 45.0 2.5 26.5 2.2 56.6 3.2

LLaMA Adapter [93] 54.9 3.1 43.8 2.7 34.2 2.7 – –

Video LLaMA [92] 51.6 2.5 29.6 1.8 12.4 1.1 – –

Video-ChatGPT [48] 64.9 3.3 49.3 2.8 35.2 2.7 54.6 3.2

MovieChat 75.2 3.8 52.7 2.6 45.7 3.4 49.9 2.7

MovieChat+ 76.5 3.9 53.9 2.7 48.1 3.4 54.8 3.0

5 EXPERIMENTS

We conduct quantitative and qualitative evaluations of our
complete MovieChat+ compared to previous methods and
the original MovieChat. Additionally, we perform ablation
studies to investigate MovieChat+.

5.1 Quantitative Evaluation

5.1.1 Short Video Question-answering

We use several widely used open-ended datasets: MSVD-
QA [83], MSRVTT-QA [85], ActivityNet-QA [89], and NExT-
QA [80] for short video question-answering tasks. The eval-
uation process is under the assistance of LLM with the
default hyper-parameter settings. The accuracy and rela-
tive scores on a scale of 0 to 5 are reported. Compared
to previous methods [41], [48], [86], [92], [93], MovieChat
achieves comparable performance even it is not specifi-
cally designed for short video question-answering tasks, as
shown in Tab. 2.

We also report the results of our zero-shot evaluation
on the test split of the NExT-QA [80] benchmark in Tab. 3.
NExT-QA divides its questions into three categories: Causal
(C), Temporal (T), and Description (D). Compared to prior
work, our approach achieves higher accuracy across all
aspects, demonstrating its effectiveness at understanding
temporal context with the question-aware consolidation.

Following [48], we employ GPT-assisted evaluation to
conduct a more comprehensive comparison of the text gen-
eration performance between our appraoch and previous
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TABLE 3
Zero-shot evaluation on NExT-QA [80] test split. We observe that our
approach performs better than other approaches across most of the
different video understanding tasks. Acc stans for the accuracy.The
best result is highlighted in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Method AccC AccT AccD AccAV G

Video LLaMA (finetuned) 27.43 32.14 32.38 29.71
VideoLLama 31.32 35.49 42.64 34.47

MovieChat 31.12 35.80 42.49 34.43
MovieChat+ 32.45 36.03 43.58 35.21

TABLE 4
Quantitative evaluation for short video generation performance with

GPT-3.5 [51]. CI stands for correctness of information, DO stands for
detail orientation, CU stands for contextual understanding, TU stands
for temporal understanding, and CO stands for consistency. The best

result is highlighted in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Method CI DO CU TU CO

Video Chat [41] 2.23 2.50 2.53 1.94 2.24
LLaMA Adapter [93] 2.03 2.32 2.30 1.98 2.15
Video LLaMA [92] 1.96 2.18 2.16 1.82 1.79
Video-ChatGPT [48] 2.40 2.52 2.62 1.98 2.37

MovieChat 2.76 2.93 3.01 2.24 2.42
MovieChat+ 2.87 2.95 3.10 2.25 2.50

methods [41], [48], [92], [93] on processed ActivityNet-
QA [89]. The evaluation pipeline covers crucial metrics
(including Correctness of Information, Detailed Orientation,
Contextual Understanding, Temporal Understanding and Con-
sistency) and assigns relative scores to the generated pre-
dictions on a scale of 0-5. We present the results of the
generation performance evaluation in Tab. 4. The results
reveal its competitive performance across all key aspects
compared to previous methods. It should be noted that in
comparison with MovieChat, MovieChat+ does not exhibit
substantial enhancements in both question-answering accu-
racy and generative performance when evaluated on short
video datasets. This is because the content of short videos is
often closely related to the questions, which is an extreme
case for our proposed frame filtering strategy. Similar to the
original MovieChat, all video frames are merged with nearly
equal consideration.

We further evaluate our approach on the task of ac-
tion recognition on Seed-Bench [36] to study the effect of
MovieChat for short-term temporal understanding tasks. In
contrast to the longer setting in the procedure understand-
ing task, the videos in this task generally have duration
of around 10 seconds. As shown in Fig. 5, we compile
the number of frames fed into the LLM decoder for dif-
ferent models, along with the corresponding performance
of procedure understanding and action recognition. As
the input frames increasing, our question-aware approach
yields greater benefits in both the procedure understanding
task and the action recognition task. These results suggest
that the question-aware merge strategy, which filters more
related context for reasoning about spatial-temporal rela-
tionships between video segments, may be crucial for fine-
grained action understanding. However, when feeding the
same number of frames into the LLM decoder, MovieChat

TABLE 5
Zero-shot video question answering on Seed-Bench [36]. The “Frames”
column lists the frames input into the LLM decoder. The best result is

highlighted in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Method # Frames Procedure Action
Understanding Recognition

Video Chat [41] 32 27.27 34.89
Video LLaMA [92] 32 25.42 35.52
Video-ChatGPT [48] 32 21.14 27.59

MovieChat 32 26.76 34.37
256 29.82 40.11

MovieChat+ 32 27.35 36.33
256 31.04 42.45

TABLE 6
Quantitative evaluation for long video question answering on

MovieChat-1K test set in global mode with the average of GPT-3.5 [51],
Claude [4] and human bling rating. ”# Frames” indicates the count of

video frames read by the models. The best result is highlighted in bold,
and the second best is underlined. Acc. and Sco. stand for accuracy

and score respectively.

Method Text Decoder # Frames
Global Mode Breakpoint Mode
Acc. Sco. Acc. Sco.

GIT [74] non-LLM based 6 28.8 1.83 29.2 1.98
mPLUG-2 [84] non-LLM based 8 31.7 2.13 30.8 1.83

Video Chat [41] LLM based 32 57.8 3.00 46.1 2.29
Video LLaMA [92] LLM based 32 51.7 2.67 39.1 2.04
Video-ChatGPT [48] LLM based 100 47.6 2.55 48.0 2.45

MovieChat LLM based 2048 62.3 3.23 48.3 2.57
MovieChat+ LLM based 2048 71.2 3.51 49.6 2.62

shows minimal improvement in procedure understanding.
We speculate that when dealing with a limited number
of sampling frames, the inclusion of compressed frames
containing redundant information could potentially hinder
the model’s ability to comprehend procedural sequences.

5.1.2 Long Video Question-answering
We evaluate the long video question-answering perfor-
mance of MovieChat with our proposed MovieChat-1K. We
split 1,000 videos into training set (800), test set (100), vali-
dation set (100) and only use test set for final performance
evaluation. We select two non-LLM based video under-
standing models (e.g. GIT [74], and mPLUG-2 [84]) and three
recent LLM-based video understanding models (e.g. Video
Chat [41], Video LLaMA [92], and Video-ChatGPT [48]) as
the baselines. Yet, none of those methods can support such
long video (>10K frames). Therefore, to accommodate their
length limitations in global questions, we uniformly sample
from the original video up to the maximum frame count
which can be officially supported by each individual model.
For breakpoint questions, we extend half of the maximum
frame count before and after the breakpoint ( placing the
breakpoint at the center frame).

To enhance the robustness of the results, we simultane-
ously employ GPT-3.5 [51] and Claude [4] as LLM assistants,
with the additional support of human blind rating. We
observe a discrepancy between the accuracy and relative
score generated by the previously LLM-assisted evaluation
method [48] for video question-answering tasks. However,
merely adjusting the prompt for the LLM cannot effectively
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TABLE 7
Quantitative evaluation for long video generation performance in global

mode with the average of GPT-3.5 [51], Claude [4] and human blind
rating. CI stands for correctness of information, DO stands for detail
orientation, CU stands for contextual understanding, TU stands for
temporal understanding, and CO stands for consistency. The best

result is in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Method Text Decoder CI DO CU TU CO

GIT [74] non-LLM based 1.65 1.74 2.00 1.88 2.16
mPLUG-2 [84] non-LLM based 1.82 1.93 2.24 1.92 2.35

Video Chat [41] LLM based 3.04 2.75 3.09 3.00 3.21
Video LLaMA [92] LLM based 2.75 2.24 2.83 2.62 2.97
Video-ChatGPT [48] LLM based 2.37 2.30 2.58 2.49 2.69

MovieChat LLM based 3.11 2.93 3.24 3.17 3.25
MovieChat+ LLM based 3.28 3.04 3.47 3.22 3.41

TABLE 8
Quantitative evaluation for long video generation performance in

breakpoint mode with the average of GPT-3.5 [51], Claude [4] and
human blind rating. CI stands for correctness of information, DO stands

for detail orientation, CU stands for contextual understanding, TU
stands for temporal understanding, and CO stands for consistency. The

best result is highlighted in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Method Text Decoder CI DO CU TU CO

GIT [74] non-LLM based 1.44 1.48 1.96 1.77 2.01
mPLUG-2 [84] non-LLM based 1.53 1.62 1.91 1.56 2.14

Video Chat [41] LLM based 2.42 2.51 2.81 2.10 2.78
Video LLaMA [92] LLM based 2.04 2.29 2.63 2.00 2.87
Video-ChatGPT [48] LLM based 2.62 2.65 2.86 2.32 2.96

MovieChat LLM based 2.64 2.60 2.87 2.49 3.08
MovieChat+ non-LLM based 2.65 2.62 2.87 2.51 3.07

address this issue. Therefore, after obtaining the accuracy
and score from the LLM-assisted evaluation method, we im-
plement manual filtering to remove results with inconsistent
values, thus improving the reliability of our outcomes.

As shown in Tab. 6, compared to previous methods,
MovieChat reads more video frames. In both global mode
and breakpoint mode, our method maintains a performance
gain in terms of the average accuracy and score provided
by LLM assistants and human blind rating. Compared with
MovieChat, our method significantly improves accuracy in
the global mode, which fully demonstrates the effectiveness
of our question-aware consolidation strategy.

We further compare the quality of answers generated
by MovieChat and previous methods [41], [48], [74], [84],
[92] in long video question-answering on MovieChat-1K.
As shown in Tab. 7 and Tab. 8, with the average score pro-
vided by GPT-3.5 [51], Claude [4] and human bling rating,
our complete method, MovieChat+, continues to generate
higher-quality answers even as the video contents become
more extensive, significantly outperforming the initial and
simpler version of MovieChat.

MovieChat-1K contains question-answer pairs of varies
types. To better assess the performance of our approach, we
conduct evaluations on the long video question answering
task using various types of questions. We roughly categorize
the question types into multiple-choice questions and open-
ended questions. With the average results of GPT-3.5 [51],
Claude [4] and human blind rating, Tab. 9 and Tab. 10
respectively present the accuracy and scores of MovieChat
and the baseline across different question categories in both
global mode and breakpoint mode. In various research con-

TABLE 9
Quantitative evaluation for long video different types question

answering in global mode. The best result is highlighted in bold, and
the second best is underlined. Acc. and Sco. stand for accuracy and

score respectively.

Method
Total Multi-choice Open-ended

Acc. Sco. Acc. Sco. Acc. Sco.

Video Chat [41] 61.0 3.34 74.8 3.83 56.4 3.02
Video LLaMA [92] 51.4 3.10 78.3 3.58 38.8 2.67
Video-ChatGPT [48] 44.2 2.71 52.5 3.16 37.7 2.54

MovieChat 62.3 3.81 80.9 4.02 57.5 3.74
MovieChat+ 71.2 3.51 81.4 4.03 60.1 3.79

TABLE 10
Quantitative evaluation for long video different types question

answering in breakpoint mode. The best result is highlighted in bold,
and the second best is underlined. Acc. and Sco. stand for accuracy

and score respectively.

Method
Total Multi-choice Open-ended

Acc Sco. Acc Sco. Acc Sco.

Video Chat [41] 48.3 2.43 62.4 3.46 44.5 2.19
Video LLaMA [92] 38.2 2.33 57.3 2.39 33.1 2.31
Video-ChatGPT [48] 49.8 2.71 58.3 3.05 47.5 2.37

MovieChat 48.3 2.57 62.4 3.65 46.7 2.70
MovieChat+ 49.6 2.62 64.0 3.79 47.7 2.73

ditions, our approach consistently outperforms the baselines
in both open-ended and true-false questions.

5.1.3 Question-answering on Other Long Video Dataset
We further report zero-shot question-answering results for
MovieChat on another commonly used long-form video
dataset, EgoSchema [49] in Tab. 11. EgoSchema [49] is
a diagnostic benchmark for evaluating long video un-
derstanding capabilities of advancing systems, featuring
over 5000 human-curated multiple-choice question-answer
pairs based on more than 250 hours of real-world video
data. Prior works [3], [53], [98] have demonstrated that
the sequence in which options are presented can signifi-
cantly influence the outcomes of tasks involving multiple
choices. To mitigate this effect, we provide MovieChat with
questions in EgoSchema [49]exclusively. Subsequently, we
employ LangChain [33] to assess the similarity between
the responses of MovieChat and the provided options. We
then select the option that most closely aligns with our
anticipated answer as our decision. MovieChat+ produces
significantly superior result than its initial version and other
leading non-LLM based and LLM-based methods.

5.2 Ablation Study
5.2.1 Short-term and Long-term Memory Buffers
As our approach incorporates a memory mechanism includ-
ing short-term memory and long-term memory, it is imper-
ative to evaluate how the proposed memory mechanism
influences the performance. Tab. 12 and Tab. 13 provide
the memory-dependent performance of our approach for
long video question-answering and generative tasks with
the average results of GPT-3.5 [51], Claude [4], and hu-
man blind rating. MovieChat with the memory mechanism
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TABLE 11
Zero-shot QA Evaluation on EgoSchema. Acc. stands for the accuracy.
The best result is highlighted in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Model Text Decoder Acc.

Choosing the correct answer uniformly at random 20.0%

FrozenBiLM [86] non-LLM based 26.9

Video Chat [41] LLM based 47.5
MovieChat LLM based 53.5
MovieChat+ LLM based 56.4

Human Performance 76.2%

TABLE 12
Ablation study on how memory mechanism (MM) affects the long video

question answering. The best result is in bold.

Method Global Mode Breakpoint Mode
Accuracy Score Accuracy Score

w/o MM 51.4 3.10 38.2 2.31
base 67.8 3.81 50.4 2.96

significantly outperforms the memory-independent variant,
which signifies the importance of memory mechanisms.

We further consider the following approaches to evalu-
ate our memory consolidation strategy:
No memory. Due to memory constraints, we uniformly
sample 16 frames from all frames, concatenate all visual
tokens, and feed them into the decoder.
Spatial- or temporal-pooling. We pool the visual features,
along either the spatial or temporal dimensions to reduce
the number of tokens fed to the LLM decoder.
EMA. Following [99], we use an exponential moving aver-
age of frame features at each time step.

Tab. 14 compares the results of the different memory
modules. For T = 16, where we can feed all the tokens
from the vision backbone into the decoder, “No Memory”
performs the best because it uses the most tokens. However,
it is impractical to use “No Memory” for T>16 due to
its computational cost. With more frames, naively pooling
along the spatial- or temporal-dimensions actually performs
worse. This is likely because we are averaging out informa-
tion over longer temporal durations, and thus losing the
important details required for more detailed localization
or captioning. Our method, on the other hand, leverages
more frames to improve performance by retaining diverse
features within the memory.

5.2.2 Large Language Models Ablations
Most previous video understanding methods [41], [48], [92],
[93] primarily employed LLama [70] and its variants [21]
as text decoders. With the average results of GPT-3.5 [51],
Claude [4] and human blind rating, Tab. 15 and Tab. 16
illustrate how the performance of MovieChat changes when
using LLama [70] and LLama2 [71] as the large language
model respectively.

Contrary to our initial hypothesis, the performance of
MovieChat with LLama2 [71] hardly surpasses those of
MovieChat with LLama [70] across various key metrics.
The outcome suggests that the advancements incorporated

TABLE 13
Ablation study on how memory mechanism (MM) affects the long video
generative performance. CI stands for correctness of information, DO
stands for detail orientation, CU stands for contextual understanding,

TU stands for temporal understanding, and CO stands for consistency.
The best result is in bold.

Method
Global Mode Breakpoint Mode

CI DO CU TU CO CI DO CU TU CO

w/o MM 3.30 2.53 3.28 2.77 3.42 2.42 2.85 2.87 2.00 2.87
base 3.32 3.28 3.40 2.97 3.48 2.97 3.24 3.31 2.70 3.45

TABLE 14
Ablation on memory modules. We show CIDEr on ActivityNet [89]

under different input frames T . The second column shows the number
of input tokens to the LLM decoder. Nf = 257 is the number of tokens
per-frame. K = 514 is the number of memory tokens. The best result is

highlighted in bold, and the second best is underlined.

Method # Tokens T = 16 T = 32 T = 64 T = 128

No Memory T × Nf 29.8 - - -
Spatial Pooling T 27.6 27.3 27.9 27.4
Temporal Pooling Nf 29.3 28.0 26.8 25.2
EMA [94] Nf 28.2 26.3 22.0 16.3

Ours K 29.3 29.2 28.9 29.3

into LLama2 [71] may not translate to significant improve-
ments. We further investigate a specific example to analyze
this phenomenon. As shown in Fig. 13, MovieChat with
LLama [70] provides answers that are more aligned with the
video content. Surprisingly, MovieChat with LLama2 [71]
offers an approximation of the time required for each step
(indicated in italics). While its time estimates do not pre-
cisely match the actual durations, the proportion of time
provided is realistic. Even though LLama2 [71] cannot ob-
tain specific time information when processing feature-rich
video frames, the memory buffer design allows for dense
sampling of video frames, enabling LLama2 [71] to estimate
the proportion of time for each scene based on adjacent sim-
ilar frames. Therefore, we propose that the lower evaluation
metric results of MovieChat with LLama2 [71] compared
to MovieChat with LLama [70] may be attributed to the
question-answer pairs in the dataset.

5.2.3 Hyper-parameter Ablations
We perform a series of hyper-parameter ablations based
on the MovieChat-1K dataset to better understand our
approach. Fig. 12 shows the performance when ablating
the length of long-term memory buffer llong , the length of
short-term memory buffer lshort, short-term initialization,
question-frame similarity σ, target merging coefficient α and
judging relevance basis with the average results of GPT-
3.5 [51], Claude [4], and human blind rating. The perfor-
mance of MovieChat degrades which shows the validity of
our empirically chosen hyper-parameters.
Length of Memory Buffer. The length of different memory
buffers has a combined effect on MovieChat’s performance.
Since the LLM-based evaluation shows a positive correla-
tion between accuracy and score, we use accuracy to gauge
performance. Fig. 12 (top left and middle) demonstrates
that information obtained from the video expands with the
growing length of memory buffers. However, this benefit
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Fig. 12. Hyperparameter ablation studies on how length of memory buffer llong and lshort, short-term initialization, question-frame similarity
threshold σ, target merging coefficient α and judging relevance basis affect the performance of MovieChat+ on long video understanding.

TABLE 15
Ablation Study on how LLM affects the long video question answering.

The best result is highlighted in bold.

Method
Global Mode Breakpoint Mode

Accuracy Score Accuracy Score

LLama [70] 67.8 3.81 50.4 2.96
LLama2 [71] 64.2 3.79 48.1 2.98

is tempered by a more pronounced loss of fine details, a
consequence of maintaining a fixed length for consolidation.
Therefore, as the lengths of two memory buffers increase,
the performance of our approach exhibits a trend of ini-
tially rising and then declining. Thus, we set the length of
long/short-term memory to 256 and 16, respectively.
Short-term Initialization. As shown in Fig. 12 (top right),
using merged tokens for short-term initialization outper-
forms the last few tokens and uniform sampling. When
initializing the next short-term memory with the last few
tokens from the previous short-term memory, it is unable
to adequately represent the previous information, leading
to the final merged tokens being either repetitive or lacking
coherence with the previous time step. Uniform sampling
faces similar issues, but it manages to capture information
with representative frames from the previous time step.
Question-frame Similarity Threshold. Before compressing
the short-term memory, we need to assess the relevance
of the stored segments to the question by evaluating the
similarity between video frames and the question, thereby
deciding the degree of compression for the current short-
term memory. Fig. 12 (bottom left) illustrates the outcomes
of experimenting with various question-frame similarity
thresholds, and the optimal performance is achieved at
σ = 0.25. When the threshold σ is low, it is difficult to
effectively compress and filter out distracting or redundant
information. Conversely, an excessively high threshold σ

TABLE 16
Ablation Study on how the large language model affects the long video
generative performance. MM stands for memory mechanism, CI stands

for correctness of information, DO stands for detail orientation, CU
stands for contextual understanding, TU stands for temporal

understanding, and CO stands for consistency. The best result is
highlighted in bold.

Method
Global Mode Breakpoint Mode

CI DO CU TU CO CI DO CU TU CO

LLama [70] 3.32 3.28 3.40 2.97 3.48 2.97 3.24 3.31 2.70 3.45
LLama2 [71] 3.27 3.28 3.41 2.95 3.45 2.96 3.12 3.38 2.68 3.34

might lead to the over-compression of valuable information.
Target Merging Coefficient. We further explore the target
merging coefficient α of weakly to strongly related seg-
ments. For fairness, all weakly related short-term memo-
ries are compressed into 1 frame, allowing us to focus on
how the performance of strongly related segments varies
with different compression levels. Fig. 12 (bottom middle)
shows that increasing merged frames for strongly related
segments initially boosts performance but eventually leads
to a decline. We initially assume that less compression
of strongly related segments would significantly enhance
model performance. Yet, the results hint at a more intricate
link between compression intensity and performance. To
incorporate more long-term memory frames into the pre-
trained model, we extend positional encoding with hier-
archical decomposition. However, the approach involves
balancing extended input lengths with the integrity of posi-
tional representations. A direct extension may not be ideal
since most training frames are shorter than those in the
pre-trained model, making lower positions well-trained for
absolute positions, whereas higher positions are less trained,
offering only a rough estimate of relative positions. Thus,
interpolating lower positions poses a greater risk of disrupt-
ing established positional embeddings compared to inter-
polating higher positions. When querying the same video
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Q#1 at 4250

Which step took the longest to complete this dish?

MovieChat

Question #2

Based on the video, it appears that the longest step in making the dish is preparing the pan for cooking the steak.

Specifically, the man takes the pan out of the oven and starts cleaning it by wiping it with a rag, then rubbing it with

olive oil, and finally heating the pan to high heat. It is also mentioned that the man has to wait for the pan to heat up

before putting the steak in the pan.

Video Chat

The longest step in preparing the dish was the time it took to cook the meat. The man in the video cooks the meat on a

stove for a long time, which is a crucial step in the process. The video shows the man cooking the meat on a stove for a

considerable amount of time, which indicates that it took a considerable amount of effort and patience to achieve the

desired result.

Video-ChatGPT

The dish that this video portrays took several minutes to complete. However, the most time-consuming task seems to

have been preparing the ingredients on the white kitchen counter. The man in the video is seen chopping

vegetables and using a sharp knife to prepare a meal. Finally, he will sit down to enjoy the meal, savoring each bite and

reflecting on the process that led to this culinary creation.

Video LLaMA

Question #1 What may happen next step?

MovieChat I think the man will prepare the food in the kitchen. It seems like he is going to cook it with spices and herbs. He

has a large wooden board on the kitchen counter and a large white pot on the stove, and he will probably use some

tools to prepare the food. He might also use his hands or a spatula to cook the meat.

Video LLaMA At frame 4250, the video shows the hand of a man cutting meat on a cutting board. It's not clear what happens next, but

it is possible that the man continues cutting the meat.

Video Chat Based on the video, it appears that the person is cooking meat and vegetables on a stove top using different utensils and

ingredients such as onions, garlic, mustard, and olive oil. It is likely that the person will continue cooking the meat

until it is fully cooked, and then serve it to their family or friends. Additionally, they may add other ingredients

such as mushrooms or potatoes to the dish. It is possible that they will use different types of cooking methods such as

sautéing or grilling to ensure the meat is cooked evenly and to perfection.

Video-ChatGPT The next step in the video is to place the cooked meat on a plate and serve it. The person in the video is cutting the

meat into smaller pieces and placing it on a plate. The person then takes a fork and begins to eat the meat.

The longest step to complete this dish would be the preparation of the food on the cutting board. It requires

chopping the meat and adding other ingredients like broccoli and carrots, and mixing them together before putting them

in the pan. The chef had to carefully chop and arrange the ingredients before cooking the dish.

MovieChat+

MovieChat+

MovieChat+
(LLaMA2)

The step that took the longest to complete this dish was the cooking the meat on the stovetop. It took around 30 minutes

to complete this step, followed by 20 minutes to prepare the ingredients and cook the pasta, and 10 minutes to cook the

meat and vegetables.

It seems the gentleman is planning to cook in the kitchen, likely to use spices and herbs to flavor the food. On the

counter, there is a big wooden chopping board, and on the stove, there is a large white cooking pot. He might need

different tools for the cooking the meat, like knives or spoons. It looks like he is all set to make a tasty meal.

The longest step to make this meal involves prepping everything on the chopping board. This step includes

cutting up the meat, then adding veggies like broccoli and carrots. Everything has to be chopped up and mixed

together before it all goes into the pan.

Fig. 13. Question and answer about a clip from YouTube, which is a tutorial on how to cook steak. The entire instructional process begins with
marinating the steak, followed by pan-searing it, preparing side dishes, and ultimately plating the meal. The correct answer is highlighted in bold,
the wrong answer or the hallucinating part is underlined, and the answer with an approximation of the time required is indicated in italics.
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Can you describe this video?

The video shows an animation in settings such as offices, restaurants and theaters. Initially, it featured a scene of a cartoon rabbit and a bull

talking on a desk. The next scene shows a rabbit dealing with a sheep in an office. The narrative then shifts to a conversation between a rabbit and

a cat sitting together at a restaurant table. The rabbit and the fox talk on the road and end up arguing in front of a building. Another notable scene

is of a dog sitting in a room with a computer on a table. The video goes on to revisit the characters in different contexts, including a moment

where a rabbit and a fox are working together on a table, and a moment when a rabbit and a dog are talking in the background. The collection

includes different animal characters such as foxes, mice and cats, with each shot set against a different background.

Question #3

Answer #3

Q#1 at 3930 Q#2 at 11130

Question #1 Question #2 Who is this rabbit named Judy talking to?What is Chief Bogo doing?

Answer #1 Answer #2Chief Bogo, dressed in a brown outfit, is talking to someone
through a laptop. He is seated at a table in a dimly lit room.
Then he is standing inside the office, talking to a sheep holding
some documents.

Judy, who is a rabbit and a police officer, is talking to a fox.
They are walking down the street and standing in front of a
movie theater.

Fig. 14. Question and answer about clips from Zootopia, a cartoon, which tells the story of a determined police officer rabbit named Judy who pairs
up with a cunning fox to uncover a conspiracy about missing animals and develop an unexpected friendship.

Can you tell me what happened in this movie?

First, the video shows a vibrant scene set in a park with a green hill in the background. You can also see people walking on a street and in a place
with trees. There is a woman in a red coat walking in the park. Later, this woman stands by a hill with a man behind her. In the next scene, she is
depicted strolling down a street under the cloak of night, with a man trailing behind her. Next, we see a couple standing on a balcony overlooking a
street in the evening, where a man is observed passing by before continuing down the street. At the end of the video, there is a scene of people
walking in a town covered with snow.

Question #3

Answer #3

Question #1 Question #2 Where is this couple?What is she doing?

Answer #1 Answer #2The young woman is seen strolling down a city street,
followed by a young man walking in the same direction
behind her. Later the woman is seen walking alone. The
woman is dressed in an outfit that combines red and black.

In the scene, a couple is positioned in the center of an urban
street, with the man wearing a black coat. Then they are
walking in a park, surrounding by several trees and bushes.

Q#1 at 10290 Q#2 at 14250

Fig. 15. Question and answer about clips from Goblin, which tells the story of Kim Shin, an immortal ”goblin” who needs to find a human bride to
end his endless life but instead meets Ji Eun-tak, a girl fated to die who claims to be the ”goblin’s bride,” leading to a romantic tale unfolding between
them.

What plot does this movie clip include?

The clip begins on a black screen with white text. In the next scene, a man dressed in a black robe, with a vast white flag waving in the background.
Following this, the scene shifts to a group of individuals in front of a grand building, all set against a black backdrop with more text. Next, the focus
moves to two men, one with a beard and the other wearing a robe, standing on solid ground. The video then transitions to show two other men, one in
a shirt and the other in a blue shirt, also standing on the ground. The clip concludes with a black screen featuring a large black bear and a big bird.

Question #3

Answer #3

Question #1 Question #2 Do they let the soldiers go first or negotiate with the 
general first?

In which scene does the movie mainly focus on what 
happened? Are there other scenarios?

Answer #1 Answer #2The video highlights a scene where people are gathered in
front of some buildings. In the next scene, individuals are
standing around a table, with a man positioned behind them.

Q#1 at 8250 Q#2 at 14400

First, two soldiers is talking face to face. Then the general
releases the soldiers. Following this, the general engages in
negotiations with other soldiers.

Fig. 16. Question and answer about clips from Game of Thrones, which tells the epic fantasy tale of power struggles and political intrigue among
the Seven Kingdoms, entwined with intricate family relationships, all set against the backdrop of an ancient, mystical threat.
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with the same question, retaining more merged frames for
strongly related segments leads to a noticeably elongated
long-term memory, where effective positional encoding be-
comes challenging, reducing comprehension of long videos.
This highlights the necessity of balancing the retention of
dense information and the compression for effective long-
term video understanding.
Judging Relevance Basis. Determining the relevance of
short-term memory to a question based on similarity can
be approached in three ways: comparing the highest simi-
larity within a segment, the lowest, or the average with the
question-frame similarity threshold σ. According to Fig. 12
(bottom right), using the minimum or average similarity
shows similar performance. However, selecting the maxi-
mum similarity as the criterion leads to a performance drop.
We believe this is due to the lenient judgment of relevance
between the question and frames when choosing the max-
imum similarity within a segment, which introduces more
redundant information. Thus we have elected to utilize the
average similarity as the criterion for comparison.

5.3 Case Study

We perform an extensive case study of MovieChat on a
variety of open-ended long video (such as cartoon movie
and TV series) including the breakpoint mode (Q#1) and
the global mode (Q#2). The evaluation is conducted be-
tween our approach and previous methods [41], [48], [93]
as shown in Fig. 13. For Q#1 in breakpoint mode, we mark
the timestamp when the question is asked. For long videos
over 10K frames, MovieChat is still capable of providing
excellent responses to questions regarding both the current
moment and the entire video content with less hallucination.
We also provide more examples to show the long video
scene understanding and temporal understanding ability of
MovieChat in Fig. 14, 15 and 16.

6 LIMITATION

Although MovieChat has demonstrated impressive abili-
ties in long video understanding, it is still an early-stage
prototype and has some limitations, including 1) Limited
perception capacities. The performance of our approach
is hindered by the pre-trained short video understanding
model. 2) Inadequate Time Processing. MovieChat provides
only rough estimates of the duration proportions of events
within long videos, lacking precision in temporal details.

7 CONCLUSION

Conclusively, we present an innovative video understand-
ing system integrating video foundation models and large
language models. By incorporating an enhanced memory
mechanism represented by tokens in Transformers, our pro-
posed system, MovieChat overcomes challenges associated
with analyzing long videos. MovieChat achieves state-of-
the-art performance in long video understanding, surpass-
ing existing systems, which are limited to handling videos
with few frames.
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